Radical-induced damage to proteins: e.s.r. spin-trapping studies.
The reactions of hydroxyl radicals generated from FeII/H2O2 and CuII/H2O2 redox couples with a variety of proteins (BSA, histones, cytochrome c, lysozyme and protamine) have been investigated by e.s.r. spin trapping. The signals obtained, which are generally anisotropic in nature, characterize the formation of partially-immobilized spin-adducts resulting from attack of the HO. radicals on the protein and subsequent reaction of the protein-derived radicals with the spin trap. Similar spin adducts are observed on incubation of two haem-proteins (haemoglobin and myoglobin) with H2O2 in the absence of added metal ions implying a reaction at the haem centre followed by internal electron transfer reactions. Two strategies have been employed to obtain information about the site(s) of radical damage in these proteins. The first involves the use of a variety of spin traps and in particular DMPO: with this particular trap the broad spectra from largely immobilized radicals show characteristic a(beta-H) values which enable carbon-, oxygen- and sulphur-centred radicals to be distinguished. The second involves the use of enzymatic cleavage of first-formed adducts to release smaller nitroxides, with isotropic spectra, which allow the recognition of beta-proton splittings and hence information about the sites of radical damage to be obtained. These results, which allows backbone and side-chain attack to be distinguished, are in agreement with random attack of the HO. radical on the protein and are in accord with studies carried out on model peptides. In contrast the use of less reactive attacking radicals [N3., .CH(CH3)OH] and oxidising agents (Ce4+) provides evidence for selective attack on these proteins at particular residues.